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Foxgap239 wrote:
Quote:

JackM wrote:
Fishing "behind someone" can be detrimental if they are sloppy with wading and casting and less than
an hour has passed. I have never been convinced that any harm lasts much longer. I know a lot of
people with more experience have anecdotal proof to the contrary, but I remain skeptical based upon
my own paltry experience.

Jack, a month ago I would have disagreed with you but not anymore. k-bob and I fished a little brookie
stream and actually came upon a pool of freely rising fish to something we couldn't see. We cast into the
pool and both caught fish but in the process spooked fish in the tail of the pool to the head and the fish
turned off. We both walked through the pool to get to the next spot and then fished upstream. About an
hour later, we hiked back a path instead of close to the stream but the path crossed at the tail of the pool I
mentioned above. Not only were the fish back in the tail but I was able to get a nicer sized brookie up at
the head of the pool on the first cast. Now if it were wild browns, I'm not sure we would have seen fish let
alone caught them in that pool.

george, it's very important to make sure you approach a pool from below and fish the tail before moving up to
far. this means you have to fish it from a distance of maybe the middle of the run below or the pool below.
Brookies and browns love the tails of pools, this is especially true during the spawn.

